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S,l Introduction
ISO 900 L: 2000 is the level of quality that all organizations or
companies should have. This level of quality has been setup by the
International Orga.nization for Standardization (fSO). ISO
900L2000 is an internaricrnal standaid containing requirements
for establishing and maintaining company's quality management
system. This quality management system is set up by a company to
establish a quality policy and quality objectives, and to establish the
means to achieve those objectives. This standard is very general
and universal. It can be applied from product manufacturers to
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service providers. This ISO 9001 is divided into four main
sections; (i) management responsibility, (ii) resource management,
(iii) produc realization, and (iu) measuremenr, analysis and
improvement.
Although ISO has underlined a clauses that must be fulfilled
to achieve the ISO 9001;2000 certification, we fek that ISO
cerdfication is not su{ficient in developing and establishing values.
We could say that the certification of the ISO 9001:2000 is
somehow neglecting and lack of moral and spiritual values. This is
because through this certification people tend to work on the bases
of producing and supplying the customer the best quality products
and at the same time neglecting the values that one must have.
In recent yeers, there are numerous of management theories,
techniques, approaches or s{les which have been claimed to
contribute towards "improved quality", "excellence", "creating a
difference" , " creating a nicbe" , "increasing competitiveness", etc.
which are aLI aimed at having the competitive edge over the
competitors to survive or to be ahead of them. The problems are,
with such of these values, people tend to ignored one another,
people tend not to be with their families for quite a long rime,
people tend to be insincere with each other and most of all, people
tend to work hard and ignored their Creator. In short, by working
hard, people tend to forget about themselves and much, they forget
their moral and spiritual values. This is because societies have
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affective regard for certain values for some reason which may only
be contemporary in nature.e8
Recently research has witnessed the demise of Commr-rnism
Europe with consequential economic backwardness, politicalin  l lc K aroness, Porlncai
instability andsocial disorder. Even though Japan has succeeded as
the most developed country in Asia, statistic showed that their
people tend to commit suicide each day due to the pressure of
working.
Times are witnessing the gradual decline of the U.S and
Japanese economies which are sdll mimicking industdalization,
modernizarion and secularization of the west. These declines are
due to the moral decadence of modern societies.
5.2 Definition of Yolues
In order ro achieve a quality organization or comPany,
numerous concepts and techniques such as total quality
nlanagement and quality management system have been
introduced. How ever, all these concePts and techniques seem to be
fizzLeout, and over time, become ineffective,
T'he management jusi cannot introduce new management
techniques and expect them rc zaP all employees to have a changed
mindset. The reason behind this failure is the weakening
missing of the very basic foundation of the organization
e8 Datuk Dr Syed Othman Alhabshi & Aidit Hj GhazaIi.lgg4.Islamic Values
and Management.Institute of Islamic Understanding Malaysia (IKIM).
or
or
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company, its values and ethics. Value is the basic or foundation in
moving forwards, For illustration, when dealing with mathematical
problem, without mastering the basic concePt such as multiplication
and division, the calculation is definitely cannot be continued, Same
does it goes towards achieving quality where all of the values needed
to be mastered and practiced before going further.
Value has various meanings from different perspectives. For
example, from the economics PersPective, value refers to an esteem
of a product. It also means power in exchanged with other
products.ee From the anthropological perspe ctive, value is an idea
related to the culture.loo
According to Milton Rokeach, a value can be defined as an
"enduring belief that a specified mode of conduct or end state of
existence is personally or socially preferable to an opposite or
converse mode of conduct or end of state of existence".Io1
Values are goals or criteria that were used to determine the
desirabili ty of certain actions or motives in life. As a general idea
that is widely accepted, value is about what is good or bad, right or
wrong, appropriate or inappropriateL]z. Thus, value is not only the
standard for a product, but it is also a determinant in accepting or
' ction or attitude.reJectLng one s ar
ee Encyclopedia Americana.Iggl. Volume l0 &, 27. Connecticut: Grolier Incor-
porated.
100 Doob, Christopher Bates. 2A00. Sociology: An introduction. 5'h edition. The
Harcourt Press.
101 Rokeach, Milton. 1973. The Nature of Human Values. New York: Free
Press.
102 Calhoun , Craig et.al.1994. Sociology.6'h edition. McGraw Hill Inc.
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When dealing with values, relating them with the belief
system and religion cannot be avoided. Even the West also has
their own code of conduct which is calied Protestant Work Ethics
in dealing with values inorganization and work. This belief system
will give worldview or perspective to a person or society. For
instance, the Islamic worldview prescribes that men should
organize themselves in all their endeavors collectively on the
guiding values of truth, justice and brotherhood. This Islamic
worldview provides a holistic, multidimensional and integrated
approach to human organization. For exampl.e, Prophet
Muhammad S.A.Y has four main values that help him in
performing the tasks as Allah's Messenger. The values are
truthfuln ess (siddq), tr,rst*orthiness (amanab), wisdom (fatanab),
and dissemination of good teachings and values (tabligh).
Scholar of the West also reco gnized the important of values
in organizational performance, For example, Susan Smith
Kuczmarski and Thomas D Kuczmarski, in their book 
-- 
Values-
Based Leqdership 
- 
Rebuitding Employee Commitment, Performance,
and Productivity recommended strongly that workers need values
that they can believe in. Without a reason to believe that is based
on a set of common organizational norms and values, profits and
productivity will be decline.
It is important for a management to give a gteat emphasis on
the need to adopt the right values in management and work.
Implementation of good values will be the pillars to have a great
achievement. Achievements through unethical means are very
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short-term in nature because they ere not based on the
fundamentals, and it is very difficult to sustain the achievenrent
due to the lack of values embedded. However, it is sometimes
much easier to appreciate the significance of right values rarher
than put the values into practice. This may be due to our
individual shortcomings, And rhese shortcomings could be due to
the lack of spiritual emphasis in life.
5.3 Protestont Work Ethics
The original Protestant Work Ethics (PWE) has three
principlesr (i) Industry, (ii) Thrift, and (iii) Charity. This PWE
which is created during the Age of Reformarion, based on the
combined theological teachings of Martin Luther andJohn Ca\vin,
encouraged work in a chosen occupation with an attimde of service
to God, viewed work as a sacred calling and avoided placin g greater
spiritual dignity on one job than anorher, approved of working
diligently to achieve maximum profi$, required reinvestment of
profits back into one's business, and allowed a person to change
from the craft or profession of his father.
However, Max Weber has given a new perception about
pWE. He argued that the set of values emphasized by ascetic
Protestantism reinforced a strongbelief in the value of good, cIean,
hard work that would insure individual salvation. The values
associared with the Protestant work ethic (PWE) include self-
discipline, hard work, carefuL in use of time, the reinvestmenr of
one's gains, personal honesty, creative innovation and faith in the
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rewards of a just God. According to Weber, individuals with a
strong PWE should seek to be as diligent as possible in all aspects
of their careers, and thus be very productive workers i6].
Protestant work ethic measures have been commonly used to
assess work motivation of individuals in the workplace because the
patterns of behavior consistent with its tenets have been adapted to
focus on the value of hard work without the original link to
Protestant religious doctrine.
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Figure 2.I:Protestant Work Ethic (PWE)
5.4.Islamic Work Ethic
The concept of Islamic Work Ethic (IWE) has it origin in the
Qur'an, the sayings and the practice of Prophet Muhammad, who
preached that hard work caused sins to be absolved and that "no
one eats better food than that which he eats out of his work" l7),
In Qur'an, there are so many values expressed whether directly or
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indirectly. For example, the Qur'an often stressed on honesty and
justice, and encourage for fair distriburion of wealrh in society, The
Qur'an also encourages man to acquire skills and technology, and
highly praises those who strive in order ro earn a living.
According ro IWE which is initiated by Abbas Ali, work is an
obligatory activity and a virrue in light of the needs of man and the
necessity to establish equilibrium in one's individual and social life
[s]. Work enables man to be independent and is a source of self-
respect, satisfaction, and fulfillment, Success and progress on rhe
job depend on hard work and commitment to one's job.
A comperition is also encouraged as ir v'ill help in improving
the quality. Commitment ro work involves a desire to improve the
community and societal welfare, Creative work and cooperation
are not only a source of happiness, bur are considered noble deeds,
Hard work is considered as virrue , and those who work hard are
more likely ro ger ahead in life. Prophet Muhammad said that:
"Allab loves those workers who perform tbeir works to their
best qbilities"lo3
The value of work in IWE is derived from the accompanying
intentions rather than from the results of work [8]. rt emphasizes
that justice and generosity in the workplac e are necessary condition
for society's welfare. Society would have fewer problems if each
person were committed to his work and avoided unerhical
methods of wealth accumulation. Prophet Muhammad said,
ro3 Narrated by Al-Baqilani
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"A sr.rccessful man is wbose today is better than yesterday; an
unlucky one is whose today is worse than yesterday, qnd a
d.eceiued man is wbose today is the sqme as yesterday"
5,5 Protestsnt Work Ethic (PWE) us, Islomic Work Ethics (IWE)
The PWE is almost reflecting IWE after a refinement by
Max Weber. Both IWE and PWE emphasize hard work,
commitment and dedication to work, work creativity, avoidance of
unethical methods of wealth accumuladon, cooperation and
competitiveness at the work place [7]. However,IwE approach or
methrcd is emphasizing more on the intentions rather than the
results, which is contradict to PWE that stressed on the results
more, As a saying of Prophet Muhammadr"A ctions qre recorded
according to intentian, and man will be rewqrded or punished
accordingly"
IWE also stresses social aspect in the workplace and duties
towards society. Furthermore, the IWE emphasizes justice and
generosity in the workplace, and it views engagement in economic
activities as an obligation. IWE also consider the work done with a
sincere heart as a good deeds and will get a rewards from Allah.
PWE do not consider work as good deeds because of their lack of
sense of belongings to God, and they are just focusing on the
worldly life only.
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Based on Qur'an and sunnah
of the Prophet
Initiated by Abbas Ali
Views engagement
economic activities as
obligation.
Consider all good works
good deeds.
Emphasi zing more on the
intentions rather that the
outcome of the work done.
1n
an
Initialized by teachings of
Martin Luther and John Calvin
during the Age of Reformarion
in Europe.
Based on three facrors;
industry, thrift, and charity.
Changed by Max Weber to be
almost similar to IWE.
PWE stressing on the results
from the work done.
T abl,e 2,1:
Islamic Work Ethic (fWE) vs. Protesranr Work Ethic (PWE)
5.6 ldentification of Enabler s and V olues
In this study, three enablers have been identified which are
taqwa (personal value), akblaq (interpersonal value), and itqan
(organizational value). There are eight selected values under each
one of the enablers. These values are the value that will represent
the enabler, These values are chosen based on the most cited
values, either in Islam or West work value / work erhic.
The reason for choosing these three enablers is to emphasize
on fulfilling social contract as well as rhe divine contracr. These
enablers will focused on the relationship between individuals and
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the environment (hablumminnas), and the relationship betw een arl
individual and Allah (bablumminAltah). Fulfilling the divine
contract is very important in order to get a balance between the
worldly life and the life in Hereafter. The balance berween this rwo
life ryill produced a very good personal character that will benefit
the crrganization and the man himself,
DIVINE
A good employee (balanced
both social and divine contract)
SOCIAL
Figure 2,2:The Social Contract vs. Divine Conrract
{
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Figure 2.3rThe proposed Islamic Work Value diagram
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Figure 3 shows rhe diagram of the proposed Islamic Work
Value. In this diagram, all the three enablers are arranged in
triangular position with interrelated arrows connecting each of rhe
enablers. On the top of the diagram is Tacya which is the element
of the Divine Contract and at both leg of the triangle is Akhlacl and
Itqan, which are the elenrents of Social Contract.
5.7 Tbe Tbree Enablers
Table 2.2rDimensions of Values
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The Table 2.2 shows the values that have been finalized. The
total values are 24 values whereby each enabler contains 8 values.
These 3 enablers were chosen because it covers for about 60% of
those other values used in worldwide, Based on the previously
explanation, it was proved that these values were the most certainLy
to be embedded in an organization or in a Lompany which going to
establish quality improvement.
5.8 Somgtle and Dato Collection
In completing this proj ect, after the questionnaire has been
finalized, a list of 22AA companies from all over Malaysia
(including Sabah and Sarawak) that have been cerdfied with ISO
9001:2000 were being retrieved from the internet source, The
source that responsible of updating the data of company certified
with ISO certification from time to time is SIRIM Berhad website.
From the amount of the list, a total of I50 companies were selected
randomly.
The fact of random selection is important because it reflects a
commitment to the production of findings that can be generalized
beyond the confines of those who participate in a study. Of these
150 companies, they include manufacturing service, public and
private sector. The set of questionnaires has been distributed to
each company together with reply envelope for easy and quick
feedback from the company. Of the L50 questionnaires
distributed, 39 were replied and collected resulting in a 260/o
response rate. The questionnaire was administered in English
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language since it i, ti-r" general
the subje cts, 60%o were male
respondents.
language in doing formal srudies. Of'
respondents and 4Ao/o were female
For rhe group of age, 360/o were in 25 to 35 years old, iLo/o
were in 36 to 45 years old, 20% were tn 46 to 50 years olci while
the rest 13o/o were in 5I to 55 years old. Of the subjects, 80% were
Malay and Islam. About 560/o had Degree in their highest
qualification and 260/o in Master level. About 360/ohad above than
2L years working experience and 26% had working experience
between 6 to 10 years. Of the subjects, 28o/o have work berween 6
to 10 years in the company being subjeced and about 80% or
majority of the respondents are working in Management and
Professional categories (Manager, Executive, Engi neet,
Accountant, etc.),
5.9 Measures
The study on the adherence of the values in the ISO
9001:200A certified companies in Malaysia was measured using 35
items called variables. These items were included under
demographic variable and 3 main enablers' .variables which are
taqwa (personal value), akblaq (interpersonal value) and itqan
(organizational value). A five-point agreement (five-point Likert
response format) scale was employed ranging from 1 (strongly
disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). Scores on the 35 items were
averaged to yield a summary score reflecting the adherence of the
values in the ISO 900112000 certified companies in Malaysia. The
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overail consisten cy reliabiliry (Cronbach's Alpha) for this scale in
this study was 0.9447.
Taqwa (Personal Value) was measured using questionnaire
items. Examples of these items include:composed of eight
"Discipline physically and spiritually such as cleanliness,
punctuality and consistency have been implemented in the
organization", "Employees must be paid for whatever tasks and
activities they performed. A11 overtime and mileage must be
compensated acco rdingly" and "Gratefulness means the concept of
thanking God for His Mercy.
This includes towards himself,, peers, the environment and
the organization as a whole". A five-point scale ranging from 1
(strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree) was employed. Scores on
the eight items were averaged to yield a summary score rcfl.ecting
taqwa (personal value). The internal consistency rcLiability
(Cronbach's Alpha) for this scale in this study was 0.9206.
Akhlaq (Interpersonal Value) was measured using
questionnaire composed of eight items. Examples of these items
includer "Giving awards, bonuses and annual salary increments
shcws that your employer is caring and concerned. about the
employees' welfare", "Your colleagues show cooperation by
supporting each other when a problem arises, for a mutual benefit"
and "Transparency such as in the flow of all information and
action taken among the employees and within the organization is
necessary".
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A five-point scale ranging from 1 (strongly Cisagree) to 5
(strongly agree) was employed, Scores on the eight items were
averaged to yield a summary score reflecting akblaq (inrerpersonal
value). The internal consistency reliability (Cronbach's Alpha) for
this scale in this srudy was 0.8891.
Itqan (Organizational Value) was measured. using
questionnaire composed of eight items. Examples of these items
includer "system of continuous learning has been implemented to
train, educate and modvate workers and managers in the
organizatiorr", "The Quality Management System such as
documenting a standard to be followed and complied within the
organization has been implemented in your company'' and
"Effective system, management and employees are the essences
needed in an organization to keep competing with other
comPetitors".
A five-point scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5
(strongly agree) was employed. Scores on the eight items were
averaged to yield a summary score reflecting itqan (c>rganizational
value). The internal consistency reliability (Cronbach's Alpha) for
this scale in this study was 0.9368.
Demograyhics variables were also included in the analysis.
They were measured using questionnaire composed of eleven
items. They include gender (malelfemale), group of age (below
25/25 to 35136 to 45/46 to 50151, to 55/above 56 yearr),
citizenship (yeslno), ethnic group (Malay/Chinese/Indian),
religion (Islam/Buddhism/Hinduism/Chris tianity), adherence to
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religion (very strong/stronglmoderateLy strong/moderately
weak/weaklvery *eak), highest qualification (SPM or
STPM / D iploma I D egr ee / Master/ Ph D ), years wo rked (b elaw 3 I 3
rc 5 I 6 to 10/ 11 to 15 I 16 to 20 / above 21 years), years worked in
the organizationlcompany (below 313 to 516 to 10l11ta 15/16 to
20/above 2I years), categories of occupation (.op level
managem erft f management & professional/supervising team/sup-
porting team) and finaLLy the range of salary (below
RM2000/RM2000 to RM3000/RM3001 to RM5000/RM5001
to RM8000/RM8001 to RM10000labove RM10000).
5, 7 A Statistic ol P ockoge for S o ci ol S ciences (SPS S) S oftw orc Pr o gr am
This software was first produce in the 1960s and was the first
major attempt to provide software for the social scientist. It has
since undergone numerous revisions and refinements. SPSS is a
widely available computer software program for analyzing
quantitative data used by researchers in colleges and universities,
public institutions and private companies, Ther e are a variety
other software programs that perform similar functions such
MicroCase, SAS and Minitab.
The grear advantage of using a package like SPSS is that it
will enable the users to score and to analyse quantitative data very
quickly and in many differentways. In other words, it will help the
users to eliminate those long hours sPent working out scores,
carrying out involved calculations and making those inevitable
mistakes that so frequently occur while doing this. It will also
of
AS
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provide the users with the opportunity for using more complicated
and often more appropriate statistical techniques that haven't been
dreamt of attempting otherwise. The SPSS program sofrware has
been revised for many versions. This study will be based on version
10.0 which is more compadble with the Windows environmenr
compared to the latest version.
5,1-1 Analysis and Doto Interpretqtion
Descriptive statistical analysis including frequencies and
percentages was used to present the main characteristics of the
sample. The data of frequencies and percentages were represented
in the form of tables and bar charts. Additionally, the internal
reliability test was utilized by using Cronbach's alpha to the test
the reliab iliry of the questions given. This test will classify whether
the items are standardized or not based on the range of value from
0 to 1. Maximum value will be obtained if all the items were
standardized. Finally, the variations of the data were analyzed by
using the dispersion of standard variation.
Before going deep into analfzing the data, the questionnaires
were being checked wliether all the questions were being answered
correctly or not. The questionnaire with a lot of missing data or
called'missing value'was separated and cannot be included in data
processing. This is because it could effects the frequencies and
percentages of data population. From the L50 questionnaires
delivered ro the companies cerrified with ISO 900112000, 39
questionnaires were replied back in good condition. From those 39
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questionnaires being replied, 2 set of questionnaires have to be
separated because they contain a lot of 'missing value' and cannot
be included with other set of good questionnaires.
This was to maintain accurate and precise data after being
processed. Therefo re, after being separated, the total percentage of
good response rate was 24.7%. After the questionnaires have been
expurgated, the first step to be done \ ras to analyze the
demographic measures or demographic variables. These variables
were analyzed by frequencies and percentages and were
represent edby bar charts.
5. L2 D escripttiu e Statistics
The text is divided into rwo sets of statistical skills: skills for
computing and interpreting descriptive statistics and skills for
cornputing and interpreting inferendal statistics. This section will
focus on the descriptive statiscics. Descriptive statistics are
numbers that summarize sets of data.
They are used to describe patterns in sets of data, which is a
sample drawn from a l.arger population. Some statistics simply
describe the prevalence of a characteristic such as gender, tge, race,
etc,, whereas other statistics describe relationships between
characteristics such as gender and education or gender and income.
Descriptive statistics don't tell anything about whether the samples
are ectsally representative of the populations from which they are
drawn. The goal of descriptive statistics is to port:ay accurately
and succinctly data from a variabl.e.
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Descriptive statistics involves summarizing distributions of
scores by developing tabular or graphical presentations and
computing descriptive statistical indices. It can also describe"
individual scores within e distribution by converting these ro
percentile ranks, A frequency distribution gives the frequencies
associated with ali values of a variable. A simple frequency
distribution table can be used to delineate the results of a
quantitativevariable. For avariabl"e with many levels, the values are
grouped together into intervals of values to create a grouped
frequency tabl,e,
SPSS does allow displaying graphically grouped frequency
distributions using histograms such as bar chart and pie chart. The
disribution of a quantitative variable can also be summarized
using statistical indices. Measures of central tendency include the
mean, the arithmetic average of a set of scores; the median, the
middle value of ranked scores; and the mode, the most frequently
occurring score. Furthermore, the skewness of graph can also be
measured to summarize the data population. The below
demographic variables are analyse by using frequencies and
percentages distribution to interpret the data by tabular and
graphical'presentations. I.ater, the section will deal with mean,
median and mode to analyze and interpret data as well as the
skewness of graph.
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Frequerrsv Percent t/alid Petcenl
tlumrrlstive
Percent
Vrlid m,rle
fe m ale
Tota I
21
1E
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5. 13 Fr equencies and P er c entoges
a) Gender
30
20
Table 3.L Frequencies and percentages of gender
gender
10
(-J
c(u
=F
TIJ
ri rl
gender
Figure 3.L:Bar chart of gender
Of the 37 qaestionnaires, 60% were male respondents while
the rest or 40o/o were female respondents. This could be conclude
that most of the human resource managers of successful companies
are male. This might be cause of responsibilities in making
important decision towards the achievement of companies lies in
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the hand of male rather than female. However, many of previous
studies had showed that there were no significant differences
towards the results berween males and females respondents, They
were just a demographic analysis to investigate sex differences from
the sample of 37 questionnaires.
b) Group of AS,
grouP ,rf age
Table 3,2:Frequencies and percentages of group of age
gr0up of age
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?5 to 35 yrs 36 to 45 yrs 46 to 50 yrs 51 to 55 yrs
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Figure 3.2: Bar chart of group of age
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Of the 37 questionnaires, 360/o were in the group of 25 to 35
years old, 3la/o were in the group oi 36 to 45 years oId, 20% were in
the group of 46 to 50 years old and {inalIy, 13o/o were in the group
of 5I rc 55 years old. In this group of age, there were actuaLly 6
groups being provided with no respondents at all that come from'
the group of below than 25 years old and also over 56 years old.
This might be cause of it was too young to be a manager and
lack of work experiences when it is below than 25 years old and it
might be cause of too old to be a human resource manager of a
company in the age of over than 56 years old. Maj ority of the
respondents were among 25 to 35 years old, which were among the
middle age of being in the managerial group.
c) Ethnic Group
Table 3,3:Frequencies and percentages of ethnic group
ethnic grouF
Frequenq[ Perceni Vslid Percent
Cu m u latiue
Percent
Valid Maley
Chinese
lndian
T c'ta I
Missing I
Totsl
2
5
JU
1
78.4
5.4
13.5
s7.3
4nn n
s0.E
5.8
13.S
1trn.O
sfl.E
sF.1
100.r1
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ethnic group
Mal€y
ethnic group
Figure 3.3:Bar chart of Ethnic group
Of the 37 questionnaires, about 78o/o were Malay
respondents, L4a/o were Indian and 5% were Chinese. The result
that showed majority were Malay respondents might be cause of
most of the companies that tend to give their positive feedback
were of Malay companies or the human resource managers were
Malay, It might also be cause of that this study was based to the
adherence of the values relates to the religious aspecrs. Therefore
there might be some respondents that tend to ger sensitive with
this conduct of survey. This could be proved by the present of the
missing data in the Table3,3 above.
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d) Religion'
rel i gi on
Freauenu PErcEnt Valid Fercent
Cumul,ltire
Percent
V:
Buddhism
Hindui;m
C h tisti,: nily
Total
Missing I
Total
2l:)
4
I
3E
1
37
5.4
10.8
s7.3
2.7
100.0
80.8
5.6
11.1
1[0.0
s0.6
8ff.1
s7.2
100,0
Table 3.4:Frequencies and percentages of religion
religion
Christianity
rEligiEn
Figure 3.4: Bar chart of religion
Of the 37 questionnaires, 78a/o were Muslim respondents,
LLo/o were Hinduism, 5o/o were Buddhism and 3o/o were Christian.
The result shows majority were Muslim respondents. This might
be cause of the same reasons occurred in the Ethnic Group.
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e) Adherence to Religion
adherence ta religion
Fteouenr:v Fercenl Uslid Ferceni
tl r-t rrr u I ;tirre
Fer+ent
U.r I id Ve n/ strc n,l
Stro n g
Maderately strong
Total
Mi=ing I
Tctal
4
JS
17
2
10.s
51.4
JZ.+
s4.ff
5.4
1t I I I I
t r.4
54.3
JI.J
l0rl.0
11.4
85.7
100 .r-1
Table 3,5:Frcquencies and percentages of adherence ro religion
Very strong
adherence to religion
Moderately strong
Figtrre 3,5:Bar chart of adherence ro religion
Of the 37 qaestionnaires, about 5I% were srrongly adherence
to their religions, 32%o were moderarcly srrong while \L%o were
very strong, This type demographic analysis was imporranr ro be
analyzed because it relates to their work values. Once they adhere
to their religion, they will adhere to their work values. From the
Tabl,e 3,5 above, it could be seen that there were rwo missing
adherence to religion
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values. This showed that there were respondents who ignored to
fulfill this questionnaire. Furthermore, one of the respondents gave
response by adding his or her comment by writing and asking
'Why this question is importanti' This showed that the
respondent was sensitive towards some type of question especially 
c
the one relates with religious.
fl Educationql Leuel
highest qualification
Frequens/ Percent Ualid Percent
CumulEtive
Percent
Valid SPM/MCE/STPI
Diplama
Degree
Msster
PhD
Total
4
1
21
JO
1
a'f
{0.8
UU -O
27.8
1nn ft
10.s
58.8
27.O
{nn n
10.8
13.5
70.3
s7.3
100.0
Table 3,6:Frequencies andpercentages of education level
highest qualification
SPIIi$dCETSTPM Diplona Delfee MBster PhD
highest qualification
Figure 3.5:Bar chart of educational level
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Of the 37 questionnaires, about 57o/o were in DegreeIevel, Z7o/o
were in Master level, LIY, were in SPM or STPM level, 3o/o werc in
Diploma level and about 3% also were in Philosophical Doctor (PhD)
level. This result shows that the managerial group was composed of
educated people to lead their organizaaon or company.
g) WorktngExperiences
years work
Freouenc'ri Percent Velid Percenl
Cumulative
Percent
Vrlid Belouu 3 yrs
3to5yr=
I to 10 yrs
11 to'l5 yrs
1E to 2S yrs
rbove 2'l yrs
Total
1
2
10
4
7
4a
37
2.7
5.4
27.8
10.8
18.S
35.1
{00.0
?.7
5.4
27.D
{0.s
18.S
35.1
100.s
s.'l
35.1
45.S
B4.S
100.0
Table 3,7: Frequencies and percentages of working experiences
14
12
10
6
4
0
Belsw 3 yrs Eto 10 yrs 16to 20 yrs
3 to 5 yrs 1 1 to 1 5 yrs above 21 yrs
years work
years Yvork
c
0-)
=
LI
TL
Figure 3,7:Bar chart of working experiences
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Of the 37 questionnaires, about 35o/o of the respondents have
worked more than 21 years, 27o/o have worked between 6 to 10
years, 19% have worked between 16 to 20 years, 7la/o have worked
between 11 to 15 years, 5% have worked between 3 to 5 years and
3% have worked below than 3 years. This result showed that most
cf the respondents already have their work experience so that the
data being retrieved in studying the adherence of values in ISO
9001:2000 companies in Malaysia were all valid and good values.
With these experiences, they knew the situation that occurs in
ISO related companies nowadays.
h) WorkingExyteriences irc Related Company
years work in the campany
Frequency Percent Valid Fercent
Cumrriative
Percent
Vslid Belorru 3 yr
3to5yrs
E to 10 yrs
11 lo 15 yrs
1E to 20 yns
above 21 yrs
. Total
I
6
1B
7
2
E
1fi.2
18.2
27.O
'18.S
5.4
18.2
100.0
18.2
16.?
27 -E
1S.S
5.4
18.2
1[0.0
18.?
J4.T
5S.5
7S-4
83.8
100.8
Table 3.8r
Frequencies and percentages of working exPeriences
in related company
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year$ wark in the company
4
LJfi2
:ldI
uJ
rio
Eelow 3 yrs 6 to '10 yrs 1 6 to 20 yrs
3ta 5 yrs '11 lo 15 yrs above 21 yrs
years work in the company
Figure 3,7:Bar chart ofworkingexperiences in related company
Of the 37 questionnaires, about 27% were already worked
between 6 to 10 years in their companies, 19o/o were already worked
between 11 to L5 years,160/o were already worked more than 2L years,
16o/owere already worked between 3 to 5 years and below 3 years, and
5%o werc already worked between 16 to 21 years, This result showed
that most of the human resource managers were loyal to their
companies and willing to work accordingly.
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i) Categories of Occupation
Table 3.9: Frequencies andpercentages of categories of occuparion
categori es of oceupati on
Frequenci.r P e rcent Valid Per':eni
Cumulati're
P e rr:e nt
Valid Top level mrnsflemen
(CEtJ.General
Itienag e r,atc.)
['lJnr0empnt .n'J
Ptofessional
(M an a g e r.Exe cutive,E n
gineer)
Supporting Team
{C le rk, R e ce ptio n ist, T e
ch n i cia n, Elec{ricitn)
T otal
E
?
18.2
5.4
100_D
18.2
78.4
5.4
100.o
16.?
!14.13
100.0
Top level management Supporting Team (Cle
Itilanagemerrt and Frof e
categories of o[cupation
Figure 3,9:Bar chart of categories of occupation
Of the 37 questionnaires, about 78o/o were of Managemenr
and Professional group. They include manager, executive,
engineer, accountant, etc. 160/o were of Top Level Management
group. They are Chief Executiv e Officer (CEO), General Manager
(GM), erc. 5%o were of Suppo rting Team group. They are clerk,
categories of sccupatiiln
re
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receptionist, technician, electrician, operator, etc. In these
categories of occupation, 'there were actr-raily 4 groups being
provided with no respondents at aIL that corne frorn the categories
of Supervising Team group which conrains supervisor, inspector,
safety officer, etc, With this resuk, it shows that most of the
respondents were from professional group whom posses a well
education sysrem and this result in a good rcliability test that wili
be explained later.
j) Reliability Test
There are number of different reliability coefficients. One of
the most commonly used is Cronbach's alpha, which is based on
the aver age correlation of items within a test if the items are
standardized.If the items are nor srandardized, it is based on the
average covariance among the items. Because Cronbach's alpha can
be interpreted as a correlation coefficient, it ranges in value from 0
to 1. SPSS outpur also provides a standardized item alpha that is
the value that would be obtained if all the items were standardized.
Items usually process comparable variances so there is little
difference between rwo alphas,
A measure is reliable if it yields consistenr scores across
administrations. Reliability coefficient for a measure can be
estimated by using a variety of methods such as rest-reresr,
equivalent forms and internal consisrency approaches. In this
section, the reliability test will be conducted by using internal
consisten cy approaches, With an internal consist ency estimate of
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reliabiliry, it raises the question of whether each scale is measuring
a single idea and hence whether the items that make uP the scale
are internally consistent. In this section, attention to measures
consisting to items will be restricted to the coefficient alpha.
Before conducting the internal consistency estimates of
reliability, all items ffrrlst be made sure to use the same metric. All
iterns share the same metric since the response scale for all items is
1 
- 
strongly disagree to 5 = strongly agtee. A coefficient is
generated and be interpreted, in that it varies between 0 to 1 and
the nearer the result is to 1 and preferably at or over 0.8 
- 
the
more internally reliable is the scale, The output rePorts two alphas,
alpha and standardizeditem alpha. This section will be focusing in
standardized item alpha since all items share the same metric. The
standardized item alpha of equal to or Larger than 0.8 suggests that
the scale scores ere reasonably reliable for respondents in the
study.
In this reliability test, three enablers or core values will be test
using Cronbach's alpha. The enablers are taqwa (personal value),
akblaq (interpersonal value) and itqan (organizational value). Each
enabler contains 8 values or variables, The result were achieved
and being interpreted accordingly.
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k) Taqwa (Personal Value)
)k)t)k)k)k)k Method 2 (covariance rnatrix) will be used for this analysis **)t)k)k)t
RELIABILITY ANALYSIS - SCALE (ALPHA)
Correlation Matrix
PRSONALl
PRSONAL2
PRSONAL3
PRSONAL4
PRSONAL5
PRSONAL6
PRSONALT
PRSONALs
PRSONALl
PRSONAL2
PRSONAL3
PRSONAL4
PRSONAL5
PRSONAL6
PRSONALT
PRSONALs
PRSONALl
1.0000
.6613
.5653
.5867
.5140
.6517
.617'.)
.3975
PRSONAL2
1.0000
.4211
,3712
.3630
.4712
.56L9
.2537
PRSONAL3 PRSONAL4 PRSONAL5
1.0000
.7685
.7391
.7266
.5558
.7002
1.0000
.8160
.780L
.4183
.70r3
1.0000
.7989
q,) 1?
.7290
PRSONAL6
PRSONAL6 1.OOOO
PRSONALT .6275
PRSONALs .6689
PRSCNALT PRSONAL8
1.0000
.5738 1.0000
N of Cases = 36.0
Nof
Statistics for Mean Variance Std Dev Variables
Scale 33.8056 25.4754 5.0477
Item-total Statistics
Scale
Mean
if Item
Deieted
29.4722
29.7222
29.36t1
29.5556
29.4444
29.36tr
30.0556
29.6667
Scale
Variance
if Item
Deleted
20.942L
L9.692L
19.4373
19.5ILT
19.5rl1
18.8659
20.3968
19.6000
Corrected
Item
Total
Correlation
.7L4L
.5205
.7988
.7897
.8001
.8478
.687r
.7022
.6473
.4934
.6860
.799L
.7639
.7619
.6171
.6737
.9046
.9265
.8961
.8969
.8962
.8915
.9054
.9042
Squared Alpha
Multiple if Item
Correlation Deleted
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RELIABILITY ANALYSIS
Reliability Coefficients B items
SCALE (ALPHA)
Alpha = .9L?9 Standardizeditemalpha = ,9206
l) An APA Result Section
Coefficient standardized item alpha of internal consistency
estimates of reliability was computed for taqwa (personal value)
scale. There were 8 items named as prsonall (discipline), prsonal2
(sincerity), prsonal3 (trustworthy), prsonal4 fiustice), prsonal5
(accountability), prsonal6 (honesty), prsonalT (patience) and
prsonal8 (gratefulness). Values for coeffictent standar dized item
alpha was 0.9206, indicatingsatisfacto ry reliabiLity.
m) Akhlaq (Interyersonal Value)
)k*x*x* Method 2 (covadance matrix) will be used for this analysis )k*****
RELIABILITY ANALYSIS SCALE (ALPHA)
Correladon Matrix
INTERl
INTER2
INTER3
INTER4
INTER5
INTER6
INTERT
INTERs
INTERl
1.0000
.6012
.6595
.6505
.5548
.5788
.2636
.5729
INTER2
1.0000
.5384
.7815
.5551
.4011
.3624
.5732
INTER3 INTER4 INTER5
1.0000
.6210
.4214
.5275
.1069
.515r
1.0000
.4156
.3934
.3700
.4291
1.0000
.5602
.6224
.7758
:':. *
f
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INTER6 INTERT INTER8
INTER6
INTERT
INTERS
N of Cases
Statistics for
Scale
= 35.0
Nof
Mean Variance
3r.4857 24.5513
1.0000
Std Dev Variables
4.9549 8
1.0000
"17LL
.3505
1.0000
.6427
Item-total Statistics
INTERl
INTER2
INTER3
INTER4
INTER5
INTER6
INTERT
INTERs
Scale
Mean
if Item
Deleted
27.5429
27.3429
27.0000
27.4857
27.7L43
27.4571
28.7429
27.7L43
Scale
Variance
if Item
Deleted
19.6084
78.f496
19.5882
19.6101
17.4454
19.8437
20.5966
L7.7395
Corrected
Itern-
Totai
Correlation
.739i
.7206
.6296
.6846
.7580
.5506
.4854
.7466
.6454
.7t04
.6499
.7690
.7454
.5264
.6345
.7779
.8688
.8678
.8770
.8725
.8639
.8846
.8897
.8650
Squared Alpha
Multiple if Item
Correlation Deleted
RELIABILITY ANALYSIS SCALE (ALPHA)
Reliability Coefficients 8 items
Alpha = .8880 Standardizeditem alpha = .8891
n) An APA Result Section
Coefficient standardized item alpha of internal consistency
estimates of reliability was computed for akhlaq (interpersonal
value) scale. There were 8 items named as interl (tolerance), inter2
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(caring), inter3 (commitment), inter4 (cooperative), inter5
(humility), inter6 (transparency), inrer7 (respect) and interS
(courteous). Values for coefficient standardized item alpha was
0. 8 8 9 1, i n di cati ng s atisfac tory r eliability.
o) Itqan (Organizqtional Value)
)k)k)k*** Method 2 (covariance matrix) will be used for this analysis *x)k)t)t)k
RELIABILITY ANALYSIS SCALE (ALPHA)
Correlation Matrix
ORG1 ORG2 ORG3 ORG4 ORG5
oRGl 1.0000
oRG2 .6427 1.0000
oRG3 .5787 .6622 1.0000
oRG4 .5822 .6790 .6800 1.0000
oRG5 .6126 .6619 .6755 .7892 1.0000
oRG6 .6668 .62i2 .8120 .6885 .7240
ORGT .7640 .6008 .7750 .7062 .6204
oRGs .486L3637 .5987 .5249 .4470
ORG6 ORGT ORGs
oRG6 1.0000
ORGT .8274 1.0000
oRG8 .6236 .77t9 1.0000
N of Cases = 37,0
Nof
Statistics for Mean Variance Std Dev Variables
Scale 33.0811 26.7432 5.1714 8
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Item-total Statistics
ORGl
ORG2
ORG3
ORG4
ORG5
ORG6
ORGT
ORGs
Scale
Mean
if Item
I)eleted
28.9459
28.7027
28.89t9
28.8919
29.r35L
29.0274
28.7568
29.2162
Scale
Variance
if Item
Deieted
2L.3859
2A.%69
24.0991
20.82L3
20.6757
20.4L59
19.9670
2L.0075
Corrected
Item
Total
Correiation
.7347
.71.1.|
.t Lz-/.
.s233
.7967
.7698
.8597
.8799
.6384
.9299
.93L6
.9213
.9255
.9273
.921r
.9L92
.9379
Squared Alpha
Multiple if Item
Correlation Deleted
.687L
.6L62
.7401
.7268
.7255
.7907
.8774
.6289
RELIABILITY ANALYSIS SCALE (ALPHA)
Reliability Coefficients 8 items
Alpha = ,9356 Standardizeditemalpha - .9368
d A, APA Resutt Section
Coefficient standardized item alpha of internal consistency
estimates of reliability was computed for itqan (organizational
value) scale. There were 8 items named as orgl (continuous
improvement), org2 (quality), ory3 (effective), org4 (efficient),
org5 (responsibility), o196 (innovative), orgT (productive) and orgS
(collective). Values for coefficient standardized item alpha was
0.9368, indicating satisfactory reliability.
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q) Correlqtion
The idea of correlation is one of the most important and basic
in the elaboration of bivariate relationships. Measures of
correlation indicate both the strength and the direction of the
relationship between a pair of variables" The most common
measure of correlation is Pearson's Product Moment Correlation
Coefficient, often referredto as Pearson.s r.
Pearson's r assesses the degree that quantitative variables are
Linearly rel.ated in a sample. It describes the relationship between
two continuous variables. The significance test for r evaluates
whether there is a linear relationship between the two variables in
the population.
This section will address bivariate correlations using
Pearson's r. Simple bivariate correlation, also referred to as zero-
order correlation, refers to the correlation between two continuous
variables and is the most common measure of linear relationship,
This coefficient has a range of possible values from -1 to +1. The
value indicates the strength of the relationship, while the sign (- ot
+) indicates the direction.
SPSS computes the Pearson correlation coefficient, an index
of effect size. The index ranges in value from -1 to *1 as described
above, This coefficient indicates the degree that low or high scores
on one variable tend to go with low or high scores on another
variabl.e, A score on a variable is a low (or high) score to the extent
that it falls below (or above) the mean score on that variable. As
with al| effect size indices, there is no good answer to the question,
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"Wirat value indicates a strong relationship berween two
variablesi" However, for the behavioral sciences, correlation
coefficients of 0.10, 0.30 and 0,50, irrespecrive of sign are by
convention interpreted as small, medium and large coefficients,
resPectiveiy,
The results obtained from the correlational analyses contain
asterisks (.) indicating whether a particular correlation is
significant at the 0.05 level (.) or the 0.01 level (**), yt valaes
associated with the significance tests for these correlations and
sample size (N). Note that the information in upper-right triangLe
of the matrix is redundant with the information in the lower-left
triangle of the matrix and can be ignored,
In this correlation test, three enablers or core values will be
test usingbivariate correlation. The enablers are taqwa (personal
value), akhlaq (interpersonal value) and itqan (organizational
value). The later result of this correlation will be known as
intercorrelation, as it was being tested among the group of each
enabler. Each enabler contains 8 values or variables, The result
were achieved and being interpreted accordingly.
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r) Taqwa (Personal Value)
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Table 3.IU fntercorreladon of taqwa (personal value)
From the result obtained from the Table 3.LA, it could be
conclude that of 28 Pearson correlations, 23 correladons or 82o/o
Pearson correlation were significant at the 0.01 level (**) with the
largest coefficient fall on the correlation between the juscice and
accountabiliry scales, r(35) = 0.80, p < 0.001. The Pearson's r tells
that the lnore justice the respondents, the more accountable the
respondents are likelv to have. The number in parentheses
represents the degrees of freedom associated with the significant.
test, which is equal to the number of cases minus 2 (or N 
- 
2).
As shown on the output, the number of cases for this
correlatio n is 37 and there fore, the degrees of freedom are 37 
- 
2 
-
35, It also could be conclude that of 28 Pearson correlations, 4
correlations or 14% Pearson correlation were significant at the
0.05 level (.). Finally, the smallest coefficient falls on the
-.--,_ !
,1:
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correlation berween the sincerity and gratefulness scales, r(3+) 
=
a.25, which the coefficient correlation was far from +1. The
Pearson's r tells that the more sincere the respondents, the less
grateful the respondents are likely to have. Generally, it could be
conclude that the overall Pearson correlations were significant and
correlates with each other ro represenr the taqwa (personal value),
s) Akblaq (Interp er sonal V alue)
*'. Correl.tion is 5ignificrnt Et tha O.O.1 level (2-t:ited).
'. Co(elEtion is rignific!r,1 al the J.05 level C2-teiteJ).
Table 3.71: fntercorrelation of akhlaq(interpersonal value)
Frorn the result obtained from the Tabl e j.r1, it could be
conclude that of 28 Pearson correlarions, L7 correl,ations or 6Lo/o
Pearson correlation were significant at the 0.01 level (**) with the
largest coefficient fall on the correlation between the humility and
courteous scales, rQa) 
- 
0,78,p < 0.001. The Pearson's r tells that
the more humility the respondents, the more courreous the
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respondents are likely to have. The number in parentheses
represents the degrees of freedom associated with the significant
test, which is equal to the number of cases minus 2 (or N 
- 
2).
As shown on the output, the number of cases for this
correlation is 36 and therefore, the degrees of freedom are36 
- 
2 
-
34. It also could be conclude that of 28 Pearson correlations, 8
correlations or 28o/o Pearson correlation were significant at the
0.05 level (.). There were 3 correlations or 11% Pearson
correlation that were not significant. They were the correladon
between tolerance and resp ect lr(34) = 0,26J, commitments and.
respect [rQfi = 0.09] and also transparency and respect lr(Z+) 
-
A.I7), r,r'hich the coefficient correlation were far from +1. The
Pearson's r tells that the more tolerance, commitment and
transparency the responden$, the less respect the respondents are
likely to have. Generally, it could be conclude that the overall
Pearson correlations were moderately significant and moderately
correlates with each other to represent the akblaq (interpersonal
value).
-=-:::=!=[I
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t) Itqan (Organizqtional Value)
"". Cotrelalio n is si gnificant at ttte O.01 level (?-tail ed).
". Cotrelation is5ignificent at'the 0.O5 lerei G-tsiled).
Table 3,12t Intercorrelation of itqan (organtzational value)
From the result obtained from the Table 3.I2, it could be
conclude that of 28 Pearson correlations, 27 correlations or 960/o
Pearson correlation were significanr ar the 0.01 level (**) with the
largest coefficient fall on the correlation berween rhe innovarive
and productive scales, r(35) = 0.83, 1a < 0.001. The Pearson's r
tells that the more innovative the respondents, the more
productive the respondents are likely to have, The number in
parentheses represents the degrees of freedom associated with the
significant test, which is equal to the number of cases minus 2 (or
I.{ 
- 
2).
As shown on the ourpur, the number of cases for this
correlatio n is 37 and there fore, the degrees of freedom are 37 
- 
2 
-
35.rt also could be conclude that of 28 Pearson correlations, only
1 correlation or 4o/o Pearson correlation were significant at the 0,05
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level (.). It was also the smallest coefficient that falls on the
correlation between the quality and collective scales, r(35) 
- 
0,76,
which described as medium coefficient correlation. Generally, it
could be conclude that the ou"r"ll Pearson correlations were
strongly significant and correlate.s with each other to represent the
itqan (or ganizational value).
5,14 Compofison of Yqrisbles Meon
a) Taqwa (Personal value)
Table 3.L3: Mean of taqwa (personal value)
Average mean 
- I mean / number of variables
- 
33.72 / 8
4.2L5
The above Table 3.13 shows the overall means for the core
value of taqwa (personal value). It composed of 8 variables such as
in the table above with the average mean of 4,2L5, This result was
obtained to identify the values that lack in the core value of taqwa
Descripti ve 9tatistics
N Minimum Maximum M ean
d iscip lin e
si n ce rity
trustrrrorihy
j usti ce
accountability
honesty
patience
gralefulness
Valid H flisbnisel
.ft
JT
JI
JJ
JU
JU
7
1
I
1
1
1
1
1
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
+.JZ
4.OE
4.+?
$.2*
t.J4
4.C.3
3.76
4.14
.'=%
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(personal value). From the table above, it could be summarized
that the value of patience shows the lowesr mean of 3,76, Further
analysis will show the relation of padence with the demographic
variables.
b) Gender
Report
oender d iscip lin e sin ceritv trusfiflodhv iu+ice Jccountabilitv honesfu pJtience oiitefulnes
male Mean
H
4.rt3
21 21
4.57 4
21
4.4S
21 21
4.18
21
femile futean
H
4.1S
10
3.ES
1E
4.?5
1E
4.25
16
+.25
16 'ra
3.AS
1E
4.07
Tot:l Mean
It
4.32 4.OS 4.24 4.32
?7
4.d13 4.14
Table 3,I4: Mean of gender
From the Table j.14 above, it could be conclude that both
male and female respondents possess the iow mean of patience
with male 
- 
3.8L and female 
- 
3.69.
c) Group of Age
Report
qrouF of Jne d iscio line si nceritv t rushJUo rth v justice a cco u ntabi I it{ honestv p rtie n ce tr;lefu I n e$
25 io 35 ys Mean
H
4.O7
14
e3
14
4 21
14
J.UE
14
4.O0
14
4.07
14
3.57
14
3.ES
13
38 to 46 ys Mean
H
4_50
10
4.30
10
4.50
to
4.50
10
4.CO
'to
4,60
10
3.S0
10
4.30
10
46 to 50 yE Mei
N
4.38
e
4.75
a
4.8?
I
4.50
51 to 55 yE Mean
N
4.e0 4.4J
5
4.60
5
4.20
5
4.40
5
4.e0
5
it.00
5
4..1o
Total Mea
H a7
4.08 4.43 4.24
37
4.43 4.14
Table 3.L5: Mean of group of age
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From the Table 3.L5 above, it could be conclude that the
group of age berween 25 to 35 years oId, 36 to 45 years old and 46
to 50 years old possess the low mean of patience which were 3.57,
3.90 and 3.7 5 r esp ectiv eLy.
d) Etbnic Grou.p
Table 3.16: Mean of ethnic group
From the Table 3.L6 above, it could be conclude that the
Malay and Chinese ethnic group possess the low mean of patience
which were Malay 
-- 
3.72and Chinese = 3.50.
e) Education Level
Report
ethnic rrouD disci pli n e sinceriv trush4o rthy justi ce a ceo u niab il itf honestd oatience o ritefu ln es
MJlay M ea n
N
4.31
29
4.03
29
4
2S
4.2.+
2S
4.31
2S
Jtr
2S
3
2e
4.21
?g
chineEe Mes n
N
4.00
?
4.00 4.00
2
4.00
?
3.50
2
4.00 3.50
2
3.00
1
lndi8n Mean
N
4.40
5
4.20
5
5.00
5
4.4
5
4.80
5
4.80
5
4.00
5
4.?g
5
Total Mean
N
4.3'l 4.Oe 4.+1 4.25 4.{t 4.17
Repo.t
hest oualiticrtion d isci Dli n e si ncerifu trushdorthV j ustice accou ntr bility honesty o Eti e nce or!tetu I n es
SPM/MCE/STPM hrlean
l.J
4.25
4
4.00
4
9.lc
4 4
4.UA
4
4.75
4
4.O0
4 3
Diploma Mean
N
4.OO
J
4.00
1
5.00
1
4.00
1
4.00
1
4.00
1
4.00
1
4.00
1
Degree Medn
N
4.43
21
4.33
21
4.25
?1
4.24
2,1
4.2S
21
4.38
21
3.71
21
4.O0
o21
Mrster Mean
H
4.10
10
3.50
10
4.70
10
4.40
10
4.80
10
4.70
10
3.70
10
4.40
10
PhD Mean
}J
5.00
1
5.00
1
5.O0
1
4.OO
1
4.00
1
4.00
I
4.O0
,|
4.00
1
T ot6l lul e an
H
4.32 4.08 q.4c
37
4.43 3.78 4.14
Table 3.17: Mean of education level
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From the Table 7.17 above, it could be conclude that the
Degreelevel and Master level group of respond"rrt, possess the low
mean of patience which were Degree level 
- 
3.71and Master level
- 
3.70.
fl Years of WorkingExlterience
Table 3,L8: Mean of years of working experiences
From the Table 3.18 above,
whcrm working experience below
years, between 16 to 20 years and
mean of patience which were 3.00,
it could be conclude that those
than 3 years, between 3 to 5
above 2l years possess the low
1.50, 3.86 and 3.77 respectively.
Report
veaEWo|k discipline iincerit!. trustaD rthV iustice accounirb il itv honestv p ati en ce gralefulnes
Below 3 yF Mean
i.l
4.OO
1
5.OO
{
5.00
1
5.OO
1
4.00
,|
5_00
1
3.O0
1
4.00
1
3 to 5 yE Meln
H
3.OO
2
2.50
2
?.50
?
2.50
2
?_50 2.O0
2
1.50 2.OO
2
6to 10ys Mean
N
4.30
10
4.10
10
4.50
10
4.00
10
4.20
10
4.30
10
4.OO
10
4.00
s
11 to '15 yE M e:n
N
4.58 i}.50
4
4.50
4
dI.50
4
4.50
4
4.75
4
4.25
4
4.25
4
16 to 2O ys Mean
N
4.43
7
4.'t4
f
4.43
7
4.2S
7
4.2S 4.57
7 7
4.2e
7
Ebove 21 yE Me !n
N
4.O8
13
4.82 4.54
13
4.69
13
4.ES
13
4.46
13
Totrl Mesn
N
4.32 4.Oe 4.43 4.24 4.3? 4.4? 3_78 4.14
36
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Repod
c,rle go iles':i +cc,up:ii,:n d isci"n lin e ;i n r, i ri i,,i itusi,ttorthV i usti rre r++or.:niability honesig prtience gr,rtefulnesg
Tup level m,rn:gement(tlE0,Grneral +oi
I E 13
4.83
B E
hifu n r gement and Profe:sionrl
(n'lana g er,Executive, En g ineer)
i,lean
ft
7tl 2S 29 1C
4.tr3
Suppoding Te,rm ['letn
(C I eil, R e i€ p ii 0ni5t, T e ch n i ci an, El e clri r:i I nJ 11
4.00
2
4.00
2
4.00
2
4.00
2
4.0r1 4.00
:
4,00
1
Iolrl Mean 4.08 4.43 4.24
37 37
3.16
37
4.{4
38
g) Categories of Occupation
Table 3.L9 Mean of categories of occupation
From the Table 3.L9 above, it could be conclude that those
working in the categories of Top Level Managemenr and also
Management and Professional possess the low mean of patience
which were 3.83 and3.72. respecrively.
h) Akhlaq (Interpersonal ualue)
lJescripti ve StatisticE
H l'+linimum h'laximum Mean
tolerance
ca re
commitmenb
cooperative
humble
tra nsp a re n cy
resp e ct
courte0us
Valid H {listruise)
J'
??
JLJ
fiTJI
?7
3B
.1t I
qE
{
I
I
{
1
I
2
1
5
5
5
5
5
s
5
5
3.95
4.11
4.46
4.00
4.03
Table 3.20: Mean of akhlaq(interpersonal value)
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Average mean - I mean / numb et of variables
_ 37.47 / B
- 
3.934
The above Table 3.20 shows the overall means for the core
value of akhlaq (interpersonal vaiue). It composed of 8 variables
such as in the table above with the average mean of 3.934. This
result was obtained to iderrtify the values that lack in the core value
of akblaq (interpersonal value). From the table above, it could be
summarized that the values of tolerance, humilitp respect and
courteous shorv the lowest mean of 3,95, 3.78, 3,?6 and 3,78
respectively. Further ana|ysis will show the relation of tolerance,
humility, respect and courteous with the demo graphic variables.
i) Gender
Table 3.21r Mean of gender
From the Table 3,2I above, it could be conclude that femaLe
respondents possess the low mean of tolerance which was 3.88,
both male and female respondents posses low mean of humility
which were male 
- 
3.90 and female = 3.63, both male and female
respondents posses low mean of respect which were male 
- 
3.55
Report
dender tol erance cEre commitments co o p erative humble ttansD a ren sv resDeet co ude o us
mile MeJn
H
.uu
21 ?1
+.cl
2t
4.10
20
3.S0
21
4.05
21
3.55
20
3.S5
20
femrle h,lean
N J8
4.1S
16
4.37
1B 1B 1S
4.00
1E
3.13
1E
3,58
16
Total hrlean
H
3.S5 4.11 4.# 4.00 4.03
37
3.36
3A 3e
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and female 
- 
3.\3 and both male and
low mean of courteous which were male
female respondents posses
- 
3.95 andfemale 
- 
3.56.
j) Grorp of Age
Table 3.22: Mean of group of age
From the Tabl e 3.22 above, it could be conclude that the low
mean of tolerance possess by the group of age between 25 to 35
years old which was 3.7L. Low mean of humility possess by the
group of age between 25 to 35 years old = 3.7L, between 35 to 45
years old = 3.60 and berween 46 to 50 years old = 3.88. Low mean
of respect possess by the group of age between 25 to 35 years old =
3.36, between 35 to 45 years old = 3.50, berween 46 to 50 years
old = 3.00 anci between 5t to 55 years old = 3.75. Low mean of
courteous possess by the group of age between 25 to 35 years old 
-
3.50, between 35 to 45 years old = 3.90 and between 46 to 50
years old = 3,75,
Report
orouD ot;qe tslerance cate commitme nts ;ooperstive humble tra nsq are n cv respect co ufte ous
25 to 35 yE Mean
N
3.r
14
I .UU
14
4.14
14 14
4.O7
14
3.38
14
3.50
14
3E to 45 ys MeJn
N
4.10
10
4.30
10
4.50
10 s
3.60
10
3.S0
i0
3.50
10
3.S0
10
4E to 50 yF M e!n 4.'t3 4.25 4.13
B
4.00 3.O0 3.75
5-1 to 55 ys fule;n
N
4.OO
5
3.SO
5
4.BO
5
4.OO
5
4.20
5
4.20
4
4.50
Tstal Mern
N
3.S5
37
4.lt 4.4€ 4.00
36
4.83 3.78
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k) Etbnic Group
Table 3.23: Mean of ethnic group
From the Table 3,23 above, it could be conclude that Malay
and Chinese ethnic group posses the low mean of tolerance which
were Malay 
- 
3.93 and Chinese = 3.50, low mean of humility
whiclr were Malay = 3.66 and Chinese = 3.5A, low mean of
courteous which were Malay 
- 
3.75 and Chinese = 3.50 while all
the ethnic group possess low mean of respect which were Malay =
3.39, Chinese = 3.00 and Indian 
- 
3.20.
l) Education Level
Report
ethr'r,l orrrtfr to I errn qe care ro mmitmerrts toqperililre humblE tri rriF Jre n Eil respect *o urleous
l'J1alry lulean
t,l
4.011 3gE :l 3.f5
t:hine:e ['1€ 3 n
TJ
3.50
2
4.50
?
4.00
2
4.410
?
4.00 3.00
?
3.50
2
lnd luleJn 4.4l]
5
4.40
5
4.80 4.24 4.qo
5
4.S0
5
3.20
5
4.00
5
Totd I lIeJn
N
4.09 4.44 4.00 4.00 J.J9
Raporl
hiqhest qualificrtion iol e rence 3te commilments c0o0etatrve humbl€ trJnsp a rency respecl co u rtaoss
SPMJMCE.TSTPM Mern
N 4 4
4.25
4
4 oo
4
4.00 3./5
4 4
Diplomr Mean
H
4,OO
1
4.00
.t
4.00
'l
4.O0
1
4.00
1
4.00
I
4.OO
1
4.OO
0egree Mean
N
3.78
21
4.10
2l
4.O5
21
3.57
21
5.86
20
3.85
M aste r Mean 4.20
10
3.SO
10
4.7D
10 10
4.OO
10
4.4r)
10
3.10
10
3.80
10
PhD Mern
N
4.00
1
4.09
1
5.OO
1
5.00
1
4.00
1
4.00
1
4.00
1
4.00
1
Iotrl Mern 3.S5 4 .1.1 4.48 4.00 4.03
Table 3.24: Mean of education level
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From the Tabl e 3.24 above, it could be conclude that the low
mean of tolerance possess by Degree level - 3.76, low mean of
humility possess by Degree level = 3,57, low mean of respect
possess by SPM or STPM level - 3.75, Degree level - 3.35 and
Master levei = 3.10 and low mean of courteous Possess by Degree
level 
- 
3.65 and Masterlevel' = 3'80'
m) Years of WorkingExPerience
Table 3,25: Mean of years of working experiences
From the Tabl e 3.25 above, it could be conclude that the 10rv
mean of tolerance Possess by the grouP between 3 to 5 years - 2'50
and 6 to 10 years = 3.80, low mean of humility Possess by the
group between 3 to 5 years - 1,50 and between grouP 11 to 15
years 
- 
3,25,low mean of respect Possess by all of the grouP which
were below 3 years 
- 
3.0a, between 3 rc 5 yeafs - 2.50, between 6
to 10 years 
- 
3,5},berween 11 to 15 years - 3,25, between 16 to
Z0 years 
- 
3JL and abov e 2L years = 3,25,1ow means of courteous
Report
year weft commitmen& c! oD erati\re h!mble tra nsp are fesDeff cgu de o 
us
tlelow3 yE Mean 4.OO
1
+.UU
1
5.UU
1
4.OO
I
4.UU
1
3 .oo
I
4.OO
1
3 to 5 yB Mern 2.54
2
2.50
2
2.50
2
2.50
2
1.50
?
?.50 2.50 2.O0
2
E to 1O yE Mean
N
3.AO 4.20
10
4.4l]
10
4_OO
10
4.OO
10
4.40
10
3.50
'10
3.70
10
11 io 15 yE Mean
N
4.25
4
4.50 4.50 4.33 3.50
16 io 20 yE Meen
N
4.OO
7
4.OO
7
4.rlg
7
4.C0
7
4.00
7
4.O0
7 7
4.BO
f
aboue 21 yE Mern
N
4.15
13
4.23
'13
4.15 4.DO
13
4.OA
13
3.25
42
4.O8
T otrl Met
N
3.S5 4.11
27
4.#
37
4.O0 3.78 4.O3
36 3fi
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possess by the group of 3 to 5 years 
- 
2.00, berween the group of 6
to 10 years = 3.7A and by the group berween 11 to 15 years 
- 
7.50.
n) Categories of Occupqtion
Table 3.26r Mean of categories of occuparion
From the Table 3.26 above, it could be conclude that the low
mean of tolerance possess by those working in the categories of
Management and Professional = 3,86, the low rnean of humiliry
possess 6y those working in the categories of Top Level
Management = 3,83 and Management and Professional = 3,72,
the low mean of respect posses by rhose working in ali of the
categories of Top Level, Managemenr 
- 
3.50, Management and
Professional 
- 
3.32 and Supporting Team 
- 
3.50.
Report
Naiegories of ncDuprtion 'tolerance ci le commitmenE cooDerstive h um ble trJnrF ile n$/ teJD e qt coudeous
T 0p level man!gemert (CEg,Qeneral
MJnager.elc.)
M ein 1t
E
OU
E
4.83 4.50
E E
3 50
I
+.JJ
B
Mansgement rnd Prole$ionsl
(M!niger,Executive,E n gineer)
M€an
H
3.S7 4.41
?s ?s
4.10
29
3.64
Supportir0 Team Merr
(Clelk.Recepli0rist.Technicidn.EleclricianJ N
4.50 5.00
2
4.00
2
4.80 4.50 4.00
2
4.00
Toul MeJn
t'i
3.S5
37
4.1t 4.4
37
4.00
21
4.03 3.36
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fles*ri p'ti..'e Stati sti *=
MsximumMinimum
4.1+
4.18
4.1S
3.S5
4.il5
4.3?
3.88
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
t5
1
1
1
1
1
{
1
1
JT
JI
-aJT
.1t
-TJT
continurus leatning
quality
eff e ctiue
effi ci e nt
resp o nsib ility
in n ovative
productive
colles'tive
Valid H
o) Itqan (Organizational value)
Table 3.27: Mean of itqan (organizational value)
Average mean - I, mean / number of variables
- 
33.08 / 8
- 
4.L35
The above Table 3.27 shows the overall means for the core
value of itqan (organizational value)' It composed of 8 variables
such as in the table above with the avetage mean of 4.175' This
result was obtained to identify the values that lack in the core value
of itqan (organizational value). From the table above, it could be
summari zed that the values of responsibility and collective show
the lowest mean of 3.95 arLd 3.86 resPectively. Furthef analysis will
show the relation of responsibility and collective with the
demographic variables.
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p) Gender
Table 3.28: Vlean of gender
From the Table 3.28 above, it could be conclude that female
respondents posses the low mean of responsibility which was 3.88,
both male and female respondents posses low mean of collecdve
which were male = 3.9A and female = 3.81,
q) Group of Age
Table 3.29: Mean of group of age
From the Tabl e 3.29 above, it could be conclude that the low
mean of responsibility possess by the group of age between 25 to
35 years old 
- 
7.7L and between 36 to 45 years old = 3.90. Low
Eeport
opndel
rontin{{us
lesrnin a qu a litt effe *tiTe EfficiEnt resBD neib ilitu ifin+vative produc'ti're cDlle.-rtiuE
m; le Me;n
lt
c.1"1
;.1 21 ':J 21
4.O0
t4
4.10
11
3!A
te m ale lul ea n
H
4.13
18
4.25
t8
4.00
1E
4.00
1E 1E
4.00
1B
4.31
1B 1E
Totsl Mean
H
4_1q
'.:a
4.1S
al
-1.18
AT
4.05 4.3?
Retrort
s{ aoe
conlinuous
lerrnino qu ality effective efii cient rerp ofisibility i nn ovJtive roduqtive co I lective
25 to 35 yE Mean
H
q.o7
14
4.21
14
4.00
14 ,14
3.71
14
3.SE 4.21
14
3.7S
.14
3E lo 46 ys Mesn
H
4.O0
10
4.30
10
4.30
10
4.30
10
3.S0
10
4.28
1rl
4.40
'10
4.20
10
qC to 5O yF Mean
N
4.25 4.50 4.25
a
4.50 4.25 4.13
g
51 to 55 yr lul e an 4.rm 4.80
5
4..1o
6
4.4{3
5
4.20
5
4.20
5
4.4
5
3.80
g
TotsI Mean
N
4.14 4.38 4.15 4.1S
at
3.S5 4.05 4.32
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mean of collective possess by
years old = 3,79, between 46
51 to 55 years old = 3.60.
the group of age
to 50 years old =
between 25 ro 35
^dFll)./) ano. Detween
r) Ethnic Grouyt
Table 3.30: Mean of ethnic group
From the Table 3.30 abpve, it could be conclude that Chinese
and Indian ethnic group posses the low mean of responsibility
which were Chinese = 3.50 and Indian = 3.80. Low mean of
collective possess by Malay ethnic group which was = 3.83.
s) Education Leuel
Rep0rt
elh ni c qro u
continuous
I p:rnino q ui litv €ffestiv€ efficienl respo nsibility in n q\rative p rsdu E-tive colleoti!e
Msl!y Mean
H
4.83
2e
4.14
2S
4.'14
2S
4.00
2S 2g
+.tq
?s
Chi n ese Mein
N
4.50 4.50
7
4.00
2
4.O0 3.50
7
4.O0
2
4.50
?
4.00
2
lndian M€en
H
4.40
5
4.S0
5
4.80
5
4.60
5
4.00 4.BO
5
4.00
fotel Mean
il
4.11
3ft
4.42 4.1e 4.18 3.e4 4.98 4.31 3.88
Repori
hirhesi qualiiication
co ntin uous
lE:hind quality effeetive elfiei e nt resp onEib il itv in n ovrtive p ro d uqtive co ll e clive
StsMtMLE/b I rM Metn
il
4.25
4
4.75
s
4.25
4
4.25
4
4.25
4
4.?5
4
4.75
4
4.25
4
Diploma Mein
N
4.00
,|
4.00
1
4.00
1
4.00
1
4.00
1
4.00
1
4.00
I
4.00
1
D€gree [{een
il
4.05 4.?4
21
4.2S
21
4.'14 3.S0
21
4.05
21
4.29
M Jstet Mean
N
4.20
10
4.50
10
4.00
10
4.30
'10
3.S0
l0
4.00
10
4.20
'10
3.70
10
PhD ['lean
N
5.00
1
5.00
1
4.00
1
4.00
1
4.O0
1
4.0r1
1
5.00
1
4.00
1
T otal Mean
N
4.14 4.38 4.1S 4.18 3.S5 4.05
Table 33L Mean of education level
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From the Table 3.]1, above, it could be conclude that the low
mean of responsibility possess by Degree level 
- 
3.9A and Master
ievel = 3.90, Low mean of collective possess by Degree level = 3.86
and Master level 
- 
3.70.
t) Years of WorkingExperience
Table 3,32: Mean of years of working experiences
From the Table 3.32 above, it could be conclude that the low
mean of responsibility possess by the group between 3 to 5 fexrs =
2.50,6 to 10 years = 3.80 and 16 to 20 years 
- 
3.77. Low mean of
collective possess by the group berween 3 to 5 years 
- 
l,5O and by
the group above 2l years 
- 
3.85.
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H
5.O0
1
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5.00
I
4.OO
1
5.OO
1
5.OO
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5.OO
1
5-OO
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H
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2
3.OO
2
3.OO
2
2-50
2
2.50
2
2.50
2
2.50
2
''t.50
2
6tolOyE tilern
N
4.30
10
4.30
10
4.10
10
4.10
10
3.AO
1D
4.OO
10
4.4r1
10
4-OO
10
11t Meen
N
15 yB 4.OO
4
4.75
4
4.50
4
4.OO 4.OO
4
4.25 4.50 4.25
4
1E to 20 y6 Me;n
.ll
4.OO
7
4.2e
7
4.14
7
4.?9
7
3.71
7
4.OO
7
4.29
7
4.OO
7
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N l3
4.54
13 l3
4.54
13
4.31 4.#
l3
TotEl Mein
N
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Report
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M ern
ti
4.87
B
4.67 4.87
E
4.5il
B
4.:13
E
4.011
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(lt'1 a n a ge r, Exe crtivt, E n g in ee r)
[,1ern
N
4.00
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4.00 4.17
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Supportin{ TeJm h,le;n
(C I e d{, Re ce pti 0n iEt, T e ch n icir n, E I e,:tri ci a n) I 2
5.00
2
4.00
2
4.00
2.
4.00
2
4.00
2
5.00
2
4.50
2
Totrl i,1 eJ n
N
4.14
37
4.38 4.1S
37
4..1S
1a
106
37
4.05
37 37
u) Categories of Occupation
Table 3.33: Mean of categories of occupation
From the Table 3.33 above, it could be conclude that the low
mean of both responsibility and collective possess by those working
in the categories of Management and Professional which were],83
for responsibility and3.79 for collective.
5.L5 Skewness
' Skewness reflects the degree to which a variable's score faIL at
one end or the other end of the variable's scale, In other words,
distributions in which there are more cases below the mean than
above it or d,istributions with more cases above the mean than
below it. These distributions may look somewhat bell-shaped, but
they are not symmetrical. Instead, the distributions of responses to
the variables tend to be clustered to one side of the mean or the
other.
The mean in its relation to the median helps evaluate the
shape of a distribution. When the mean and median are different,
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the distribution is skewed. When the mean is below the median,
there are more cases clustered above the mean than below it. These
distributions are described as negarively skewed. Ther e are some
unusually low values in a set of data pulling the mean down from
the media.. However, when the mean falls above the median, there
are more cases clustered below the mean than above it. These
distributions are described as positively skewed. Ther e are some
unusually high values in a set of data pulling the mean up from the
median.
In this section, the values which are lack from the three core
values or enablers were being test by using the graph to know
whether they were negatively skewed or positively skewed.
a) Patience
Statistics
patience
N Vslid I 
=rMi=sing I n
Mesn I S.lg
Median I +.nO
Mnde I +
lulinimum I t
Msximum
Table 3.34: Statistics of value parience
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Figure 3JA: Distribution of value patience
From the above table the value of mean is 3.76 while the value
of median is 4.00, It could be conclude that the mean is less than
the median. The distribution of the graph is described as
negatively skewed. There are some unusually low values in a set of
data pulling the mean down from the median. Therefore, the value
tends to be chose by respondents are less than 4. This indicates
that the value of patience is somehow lack and tends ro be
5.04.03.02.0
neglected in the company certified with ISO 9001: 2000.
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b) Tolerqnce
Stati sti cs
t'r le tE n +e
H Uslid I 37
Missing I O
hrlean I r.ss
tutedian I +.nn
Mode I 4
Minimum I I
Maximum
Table 3.35t Statistics of value tolerance
tulerance
_ 10
IJE
TU
=U
tu
rirl
Std. Dev = .66
Mean = 3.9
N=3f.00
1.rl ?.rl 3.0 4.0 5.[
tnlerance
Figure 3.1I: Distribution of value rolerance
From the above table the value of mean is 3.95 while the value
of median is 4.00. It could be conclude that the mean is less rhan
the median. The distribution of the graph is described as
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negatively skewed. There are some unusually low values in a set of
data pulling the mean down from the median. Ther e{ore, the value
tends to be chose by respondents are less than 4. This indicates
that the value of tolerance is somehow lack and tends ro be
neglected in the company certifiedwith ISO 900L 2000.
c) Humility
$tatisticE
humble
H Velid I 
=rMi*ing I O
Mesn I f .Ze
Medisn I S.OO
Made I 4
Minimum I I
Msximum
" T able 3.36: Statistics of value humility
humble
't 
.0 2.0 3.8 4.0 5.0
humble
Figure 3.I2: Distribution of value humility
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From the above table the value of mean is7,78 while the value
of median is 4,00. It could be conclude that the mean is less than
the median. The distribution of the graph is described as
negatively skewed, There are some unusually low values in a set of
data.pulling the mean down from the median. Therefore, the value
tends to be chose by respondents are less than 4. This inCicates
that the value of humility is somehow lactr< and tends to be
neglected in the company certifiedwith ISO 9001: 2000.
d) Respect
Statistics
resp e ct
l'l Valid I 3E
Mixing I t
M*an I 3.38
Medirn I S.0U
Mode I 4
h,linimum I Z
lulsximum
Table 3.37r Statistics of value respect
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respect
5td. Dev = .76
Mesn = 3.4
N = 38.00
5.04.02_D
respect
Figure 3,13: Distribution of value respect
From the above table the value of mean is 3,36 while the value
of median is 3.00, It could be conclude that the mean is more than
the median. The distribution of the graph is described as positively
skewed. There are some unusually high values in a set of data
pulling the mean up from the median. However, if the distribution
of the graph is being observed, it tends to shape such as aperfectly
bell-shaped and therefore the distribution is said to be normal.
With this distribution, the value tends to be chosen by
respondents' lies in the middle of 3 and 4. This indicates that the
value of respect is somehow lack and tends to be neglected in the
company certifiedwith ISO 900L 2000.
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e) Courteous
Ststis-tics
csurteous
H Valid I 3fi
Mi=sing I I
Mean I S.Ze
M edian I .+.OO
Mode I 4
Minimum I t
Maximum I t
Table 3.38: Statistics of value courteous
cCI[Jrte0u5
a
Std. Dev = .93
Mean = 3.fi
N = 36.t10
1.0 2.0
cDuftesus
Figure 3.14: Distribution of value courteous
From the above table the value of mean is3,78 while the value
of median is 4.00. It could be conclude that the mean is less than
the median. The distribution of the graph is described as
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negativeiy skewed. There are some unusually low values in a set of
data pulling the mean down from the median. Therefore, the value
tends to be chose by respondents are less than 4. This indicates
that the value of courteous is somehow lack and tends to be
neglected in rhe company cerdfiedwith ISO 90011 2000.
fl Responsibility
Stati=tics
resp o nsib ilitg
H Valid I 37
Missing I O
Mean I 3.95
Median I C.0n
Mode I 4
Minimum I t
Maximum I 5
Table 3.39r Statistics of value responsibility
resp0nsibility
Std. Dev = .78
Mean = 3.9
N = 37.00
1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0
responsihilily
Figure 3.L5: Distribution of value responsibility
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From the above table the value of mean is 3.95 while the value
of median is 4.00. It could be conclude that the mean is less than
the median. The distribution of the graph is described as
negatively skewed. There are some unusually low values in a set of
data pulling the mean down from the median. Therefore, the value
tends to be chose by respond.ents are less than 4. This indicates
that the value of responsibility is somehow lack and tends to be
neglected in the company certifiedwith ISO 90011 2000.
g) Collective
Statistics
co ll e ctive
H Valid I Sl
Missing I n
Mean I :.eA
Median I +.trfl
Mode I C
Minimum I t
Msximum I S
Table 3.4A: Statistics of value collective
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collective
Std. Dev = .EE
MEf,n = 3.9
N = 37.00
1.0
rlnllECtivE
Figure 3.16: Distribution of value collective
From the above table the value of mean is 3.86 while the value
of median is 4.00. It could be conclude that the mean is less than
the median. The distribution of the graph is described as
negatively skewed. There are some unusually low values in a set of
data pulling the mean down from the median. Therefore, the value
tcnds to be chose by respondents are less than 4, This indicates
that the value of collective is somehow lack and tends to be
neglected in the company cerdfiedwith ISO 90011 2000.
2.0
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5, 16 Discussion
Value is the pillars or rhe foundation for any organization
that keen to move forward by increasing their quality. Applying
numerous quality techniques will not bring an organ ization too far
if the basic foundation, which is value, is weak or missing. Even, if
successful company that have an ISO 9001;2000 certification
without emphasizing the value or work ethics, they might endure a
problem like bribery in top management, or psychological srress in
their employees. For exampLe, in Japan even though many of the
companies get cerdfication on quality, the rate of suicide among
the workers is high. This happened when they cannor bear the
stress in woricplace and with lack of personal belief or God
consciousness value, they decided to end their lifeby suicide.
From the result obtained from the reliability test, it can be
seen that all of the reliability test in measu ring internal consistency
of the three enablers yields a positive result which all of the values
measured were Larger than 0,8. The value for taqwa (personal
value) yield a result of 0.9206, the value for akhlq.q (interpersonal
value) yield a result of 0.8891 and the result for itqan
(organizational value) yield a result of 0.9368. Based on the theory
explained in the reliability test, rhe coefficient of stan d^rdiz^iion
wiLL vary from 0 to 1 and the nearer result is to 1, preferably at or
over 0.8 states that the more internally reliable is the scale.
Therefore the measure was reliable in measuring the ideas of the
three enablers as it yields consistent scores across adminisrrations.
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From the result obtained from the correiation test, it can be
seen that the correlation test of measuring the strength and the
direction of the relationship betw een a pair of variables of the three
enablers were slightly difference with each other. Of the 28
Pearson correlations, 23 correlations or 82% Pearson correlation
were sigrrificant at the 0.01 level (..) for taqwa (personal value). Of
the 28 Pearson correlations, t7 correlations or 6Lo/o Pearson
correlation were significant at the 0.01 level (**) for akhlaq
(interpersonal value) and of the 28 Pearson correlations, 27
correlations or 960/o Pearson correlation were significant at the
0.01 level (**) for itqan (organizational value). These results
indicates that the enabler of okhlaq (interpersonal value) was
moderately significant and show an initial sign of insufficient of
values practiced among the respondents inside this enablers.
The results that obtained from the comparison of mean and
skewness of d.istribution highlight those values that were being
neglected and lack of implementation, Among the values were
p^tience, tolerance, humility, respect, courteous, responsibility and
collective, These 7 values possess low mean and were negativeLy
skewed. Among these values, 4 of them represented by akblaq
(interpersonal value) which correspond to the lowest average mean
(3,934) among the three enablers.
This showed that workers are nowadays weak or missing in
their interpersonal value and tend to ignore the practice of yjgg
moralitv and manners in their life. Therefore it is suggest that an
ear\y step is being taken into consideration to control this situation
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from being spread Largely to the majority of the population. The
academic papers in the universities and colleges level need to be
revised so the fresh graduarcs will posses a high akhlaq
(interpersonal value) before involving themselves in working
atmosPhere.
Finally, it couldn't be denied that there were some problems
that need to be faced in compledng this project. They were such
difficulties in obtaining the replied questionnaire from companies,
problems in interp retirlgdata using SPSS and problems associated
with finding appropriate people in assessing the data, However,
with a high motivation from supervisor, project's partner and
mysel{, these problems could be overruled in compledng the
objectives of this project and achieved good result.
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